Show Description

Audiences have been raving about the all-Canadian tribute to the Beatles known as THE CAVERNERS. These boys have yet to perform without their crowds screaming, stamping their feet and yelling for more. Every part of the show is recreated with the utmost authenticity, right down to the Liverpudlian accents.

Every piece of CAVERNER costume and equipment is Beatle-authentic, right down to the British Vox amplifiers and the classic Ludwig "Ringo" drum kit. All the great songs are there too, everything from She Loves You to Day Tripper, from Help! and A Hard Days Night to Get Back and Hey Jude.

See it for yourself. THE CAVERNERS will hold your hand back to The Ed Sullivan Show in February 1964, then drive your car and take you on a yellow submarine to meet nowhere men, taxmen, and people named Jude, Lady Madonna and John and Yoko. It’s a ride you won’t want to miss!
The Caverners are represented by K&M Productions for corporate, theme and special events, as well as conference shows. For more information, fees & booking The Caverners contact us.